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NEW APPROACHES TO SOCIALLY ENGAGED
CREATIVE PRACTICE
GRUNDTVIG PARTNERSHIP PROJECT 2013 - 2015

Creating, building and sharing at Lutherie Urbaine
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TRAINEES WERE CAPTIVATED
BY THE “MAGICAL” PROCESS
OF MAKING INSTRUMENTS

MAKING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM RECYCLED OBJECTS FOR
COLLECTIVE MUSIC PRACTICE: AN INNOVATIVE AND PARTICIPATIVE
ARTISTIC EXPERIENCE
Fourteen adult learners from the Belgian community organisation Chom’Hier came to
Paris for a weekend spent building musical instruments at the Lutherie Urbaine facility.
The participants were delighted with the training programme, the aim of which was to
“meet, swap and share”. Some of these already had basic musical abilities, while others
were much further removed from such cultural practices. The challenge was to create a
musical instrument from scratch that had the music and sound-producing qualities of a
real instrument. The trainees were accompanied by Lutherie Urbaine’s musicians and
trainers, Benoît Poulain, Alain Guazzelli, Jorge de Moura, Florence Kraus and Cliff Pakiry.
This unprecedented new approach provided an opportunity for all concerned to gain
exposure to new cultures and rejoice in music’s ability to bring people together, despite
their cultural differences.
The participants were equipped with the tools needed to measure, saw, drill, and screw,
and ultimately create an instrument from their imagination. Once these were finished,
the participants gathered to discuss their creations during a feedback session. The motto
of that exchange seemed to be: have fun playing music, play music while having fun!
Led by stage director Pascale Binnnert and Fracas musician Roland Bourbon, certain
participants also had a shot at acting, performing an extract from Paul Claudel’s “Le Livre
de Christophe Colomb”.
Instead of a “viewing public”, the musicians found themselves accompanied by a
veritable “acting public”. In this way, “everyone took part and played along in full”. The
Lull team was able to pool its talents and provide a captivating feedback session that left
no-one unmoved.
The training programme, which required a lengthy period of upstream preparation,
offered a “magical interlude” from the cold winter, filled with a very strong sense of
“human warmth” that delighted all those involved. The act of enhancing the value of the
materials used, together with the instruments created and the subsequent feedback
session, were all a resounding success. The fact that there was no possibility of
punishment or failure kept the adult learners in a positive state of mind. Nothing was
forced upon them and they were given a free rein to do as they pleased, which is perhaps
why the weekend went so well!

« I was moved by the
sight of all these
instruments playing ».
Dialikatou

« Making a xylophone
together meant we each
had to rely on the other’s
work ».
Chantal

« Making musical instruments
based on our imagination
reminds me of when we used
collect used objects and make
things without having to buy
anything ».
Saukainer

Contact us
Maison de la Création – Cultural Centre based in North Brussels, Belgium
Capture Arts – Cultural and Educational organisation based in London, UK
Iddac – Cultural Agency of the department of Gironde, based in Bordeaux, FR
Fracas – Musical Company based in Bordeaux, France

Lutherie Urbaine – Music organisation based in Paris, France
Ilcantinonearte Teatri – Community Theatre based in Montepulciano, Italy
Salako kulturos Centras – Cultural Centre based Zarasa, Lithuania
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